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On V-Polynomials of Links
By Fujitsugu HOSOKAWA
In 1934 H. Seifert [3] proved that the Alexander polynomial
of a knot is a symmetric polynomial of even degree and |Δ(1) | = 1.
And moreover he proved that for a given symmetric polynomial f(t) of
even degree, if |/(1)| = 1, then there exists a knot which has f(t) as its
Alexander polynomial.
In 1953 G. Torres [1, 2] proved that for the Alexander polynomial
of a link of multiplicity μ> whose components are X19 X29 ••• , XΛy it holds
ti\
for suitably chosen integers \>
χy v2y •••, vΛ. Further he proved that it
holds
, t29 - , t^19 l) = (fts *I2> ... , fi-DΔft,^, - ,^_1) for
and
l) for /5 =
where /f is the linking number of Xg and Xw for / = 1, 2, ••- , ^ — 1 , and
t h a t it holds
Δ(l, 1, ••• ,l) = 0 for /^>2 and
) = /1 for μ = 2.
In this paper we shall introduce a polynomial, the V-polynomial of
a link, deduced simply from the Alexander polynomial. For this V-
polynomial v(f) we shall prove the following properties:
1) v(/) is a symmetric polynomial of even degree.
2) I V(/) I is determined uniquely by the linking numbers between all
pairs of μ components of the link of multiplicity μ.
3) If a polynomial f(t) is a symmetric polynomial of even degree,
then there exists a link of any given multiplicity μ such that
its V-polynomial coincides with the polynomial /(/).
1. We shall call a polynomial /(/) symmetric (skew symmetric) if
f(f) = pf(rx) (f(t) = -Pf(Γi)) for a suitably chosen integer v. Then
integer n—m will be called the reduced degree of a polynomial
t*-1+ ••• +a
n
tn+ ••• +
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if tf/ = tf/_1 = ...=tfΛ+1 = 0, auφθ, amφ0 (n>m) and am.1='"=a1=ao
= 0. Then we have the following
Lemma.13 Let f(t) and F(t) be symmetric polynomials of even reduced
degree and let g(t) and G(t) be skew symmetric polynomials such that
= (l-t)f(t)+g(t) .
Then the difference of reduced degrees of f(t) and g(t) is an odd integer.
2. Let K be a link of multiplicity μ in a 3-dimensional euclidean
space E3 and let X19 X2, ••• , Xυ be the components of K. The Alexander
polynomial Δ>(t1912, ••• , tj of K may be defined as usual [1].
Now we shall define the \7-polynomial v(ί) of a link of multiplicity
μ as follows:
f Γ 2 for μ>2,
for μ = l9
where Δ(ί, ••• , 0 is the reduced polynomial^ obtained by putting t1 = t2 =
... =t
a
 = t in the Alexander polynomial /\{tlyt2y ••• , fJ of /c.
G. Torres showed that
Δfo, ί2, ••• , ί j - ( - l r / ϊ 1 ^ - /> Δ(fiΓ\ tϊ\ - , ^ ί1)
for suitably chosen integers v
x
, v2, •••, ^  [1].
From this it is easy to see that the V-polynomial is symmetric.
Then we have the following
Theorem 1. The \J-polynomial of a link K is a symmetric polynomial
of even degree.
Proof. We have only to prove that the degree of the V-polynomial
is even. To prove this we shall use a mathematical induction on
the multiplicity of κ
m
 In the case of multiplicity 1, i.e. in the case of a
knot, our theorem is evidently true [3].
Now suppose that our theorem is true for the case of multiplicity
μ-1.
Let 7c be a regular projection3 ) of a link K of multiplicity μ on a
plane E2 in E 3 and let XlyX2y ••• , X^ be the projections of X19 X2, ••• , X^
respectively on E2. We may confine K in a cube Q in E2. We choose
1) See [4].
2) A reduced polynomial is by definition a polynomial with non vanishing constant term.
3) See p. 60 of [1].
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arbitrarily two components X{ and X. of R and take out parts of arcs
of X£ and Xj from the cube Q, running parallel to each other in the
same direction as shown in Fig. 1.
Q Q
x.
K
Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
Q
\ V 3
Fig. 4.
From this ^ we introduce new links4) R19 π2 and κ3 as defined in
Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively [4]. Let κ1} κ2 and #3 be links in
E3 such that they have R1 , κ2 and ^3 as their regular projections. Then it
is clear that fc
x
 and κ3 are links of multiplicity μ—1 and /c2 is a link of
multiplicity μ. Let v(ί), VΛ*), V2(ί) and V3(0 be the V-polynomials
of , κly κ2 and /e3 respectively.
Here we shall define f(t), g(t), F(t) and G(t) as follows:
g(t)=±tp(l-t)V(t),
F(t)=
G(ί)=
and
for suitably chosen integers ^, ^ 2, >^2 and p3.
From the assumption of induction f(t) and F(ί) are symmetric
polynomials of even reduced degree and g(t) and G(t) are skew symmetric
polynomials and from the constructions of κly κ2 and κ3 we have [4]
Hence, f(t)y g(t), F(t) and G{t) satisfy the conditions of Lemma.
Therefore, the difference of the reduced degrees of f(t) and g(t) is an
odd integer. Since the reduced degree of f(t) is even, the reduced degree
of g(t) is odd. By the definition of g{t) the degree of V(£) is even.
Thus, the proof of our theorem is complete.
4) A knot is considered as a link of multiplicity 1.
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3. Given a link K, of multiplicity μ, K can be spanned by an orient-
able surface F of genus h, represented by a disk to which is attached
2h-hμ—1 bands B19 B2y ••• , B2h+a_ly whose corresponding projection si
named by Torres the Seifert projection.
Let Biy B2y ••• , B2h be canonical bands and let B2h+1, ••• , B2h+(l_1 be
extra bands 5 ). Let a19 a2y ••• , a2h+a_1 be simple closed curves which are
drawn along each B19 B2y ••• , B ^ ^ . T h e curves a19 a29 --- 9 a2h are
oriented such t h a t α2i_1 crosses α2i from left to right (/ = 1,2, ••• , h).
T h e curves α2h+19 •••, α2h+ιι.1 have the same orientation as the orientation
of X1 as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5.
Then it is clear that α{ intersects α5 if and only if i = 2k—1 and
j = 2k ( 1 < ^ < Λ ) . If ^Ar-i intersects α2fe, we can life α2k_1 in a neighbor-
hood of the intersection and let the new curve be denoted by αίk-i.
Let υitj (iyj = l, 2, ~ y2h+μ—1) be equal to the number of times that α£
crosses over α5 from left to right minus the number of times that αg
crosses over α5 from right to left. Then we have easily the following
relations:
= VJ>i —
= »2*.2*-i + 1 = link if 1 < k < h ,
where link(^, ^ ) denotes the linking number of a{ and ar
Then the V-polynomial S7(t) of Λ; can be written as follows [1] :
5) See p. 63 of [1].
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Conversely if vitj (i, j=l,2, ••• , 2h+μ—1) are given, then the V-
polynomial, VM, and a link of multiplicity μy which has VM as the
V-polynomial, can evidently be determined.
Now we have
Theorem 2. Let K be a link of multiplicity μ and let X19 X2f ••• , Xu
be the components of K. Let litj be the linking number of X£ and Xjy i.e.
litj = link (Xi9 Xj) (i Φ j , i, j = 1, 2, -. , μ).
Let V(ί) be the V'-polynomial of K. Then ±V(1) is equal to the
(μ—l)-minor determinant of the following matrix A:
A =
Σ
k=2
2
I,
-j.μ
ίμ.l /μ.2 ••• /μ.y " ' ~ Σ Lk
Proof. From the definition of vitj it is easy to see that
j = V 2h+i-l,2h+j-l =
Hence, we have
^2A+/
If we set / =
± V(D =
-1 in (*),
0 1
- 1 0
0
we have
0 1
- 1 0
*
0 1
- 1 0
0
1) ' ' ' V
υ υ
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'" #2/z+1.2/z+μ-l
#2/H-μ-l,2/H-μ-l
- Σ hi
£ l φ 2
- Σ
Since it is clear that the rank of matrix A is μ—1, the (μ—l)-minor
determinants of A coincide with ±V(1). Thus the proof is complete.
Finally, we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let f(x) be a symmetric polynomial of even degree whose
constant term is different from zero. Then there exists a link of any
given multiplicity μ whose \/-polynomial is f(x).
Proof. In order to construct a link K of multiplicity μ whose V -
polunomial is f{x)> we shall determine vitj (i, j = 1, 2, ••• , 2h+μ—1)
in (*).
To begin with, let
#1.4 > #3,6, '" > V2h-3,2h
#2A+2,2/H-2> " * y #2/ί+μ-l,2/H-μ.-l
be equal to 1, let
# 1 , 3 , #3,5, '•• , #2^-3,2^-1
be undetermined, let
V
χΛ
be equal to —/(I), and let the others be equal to zero.
Then we have
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- 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
f) t —
0 •••
0 -
0 -
0 •••
0 -
1 -
0 -
0 •••
0
0
0
- 1
V2H-S.2f
a-t)
0
0
0
0
0
t
0
-i(l-ί) 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
V2h 3 2h l(
0
0
- 1
0
0
0
0
0
1-f) (1-f)
0
t
0
0
0
0
0
(1-/)
0
0
0
0
-/(I)
0
0
0 ••• 0
0 ••• 0
0 ••• 0
0 ••• 0
0 ••• 0
0 ••• 0
0 ••• 0
1 ••• 0
0 ••• 1
Interchange the second column with the (2/z + l)-th column and add
the (2/z-f l)-th row multiplied by — t to the first row. Then, we have
(1-f)
- 1
0
0
0
0
i f(l)t •••
1 - t •••
0 -
0 •••
0 -
0 •••
0
0
0
- 1
»2*-8.»*-l(
a-t)
0
0
t
0
1-/) 0
0
0
0
V2h 3 2h (
0
0
- 1
0
0
1-f) (1-f)
0
t
0
Now we shall prove our theorem by a mathematical induction on
the degree of f(t).
If the degree of f(x) is 2, i.e. if
then we
Since
set h = 1.
Mltμ(t) =
-1
) /(Df
(1-/)
if we set vlll = ct, then | v(f)I = IMuμ,{t)\ = \f{t)\.
Suppose that our theorem is proved for the case where the degree
of f(t) is 2(«-l).
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Then let
We set h = n.
Let M'
n>lL(t) be the (2w—l)-minor determinant which is deduced from
M
n
,μ{t) by striking out (2/z — l)-th row and (2n—l)-th column. By a
simple calculation we have
and since M'1>μ(t) = (l — t), we have further
Mi.μ(ί) = ( - i r l ( l - ί Γ - 1 .
Developing M
n>k(t) at the (2«—l)-th column, we have
S,.ΛO = 02.-3.2.-1 « 1 - ^
In order that
M
n
M) = fit) =
it is sufficient that it holds
(**) ϋ f ^ ^ f f l - ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ " " 1
If we set 02»-3,2»-i = (-"l)n+1£o> then the degree of the right hand
side of (**) is 2{n—1). Hence, by the assumption of induction we can
determine vltl, vlι3f ••• , z;2M_5i2w_3 satisfying (**). Therefore, vltl, ι;lt3, ••• ,
02«-3.2«-i can be determined such that .| V(/) | = \Mn>t,{t) \ = \f(t)\.
Hence, we have a link of multiplicity μ whose V-polynomial is
/ ( / ) , and the proof is complete.
Kobe University.
(Received September 29, 1958)
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